Other enterocytes were found to contain spherical sporoblasts, about 4 to 5 μm in size, containing a number of nuclei, flattened vesicles, and a large number of filaments 65 nm in diameter, almost randomly arranged within the cytoplasm (fig 3). These sporoblasts sometimes indented the host cell nucleus. Sporoblasts with more electron dense cytoplasm (2.5 × 3.5 μm) also contained several polaroplast bodies, suggesting a stage just prior to division and final spore formation.

Three genera of microsporans have been reported in man—Nosema, Encephalitozoon, and Enterocytotyphlus. The microsporan described here does not have dikaryotic nuclei like Nosema, nor does it develop within a parasitophorous vacuole like Encephalitozoon, nor are the spores of a similar size to those of the species Enterocytotyphlus (1.5 × 0.5 μm). The specific classification of this microsporan will need further investigation, but it is more closely related to E. bieneusi than to the other two genera.

Electron microscopy was essential for the diagnosis of this parasite, and it is suggested that all intestinal biopsy specimens from patients with AIDS should be investigated by this technique so that we may learn more about this hitherto little known parasite.
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Use of photocopier for recording pathological specimens

For those who are working in a surgical pathology laboratory, there is often a demand for photographic recording of gross pathological specimens. Polaroid photography gives good results but is expensive. Conventional photography is less expensive and gives prints of the best quality but some delay in getting the prints is inevitable. There are times when the requirement for the quality of reproduction is not critical—for example, when several blocks are taken from excised skin lesions or slices of large tumours and solid organs such as the liver, lungs, spleen, kidneys and pancreas, it is helpful to have a reasonably accurate pictorial representation of the gross specimen to mark the sites from which those blocks are sampled. A similar situation occurs when a stomach or a segment of the large bowel shows several mucosal lesions which are individually sampled. A rapid, cheap, and reliable way of producing a photographic print of acceptable quality is the use of a photocopying machine. The slice of organ or tumour or the opened viscera, sandwiched between two plastic sheets, can be laid on the machine. Copying is then performed in the usual way. It is also convenient to use a photocopier to record the dermatoglyphics of abnormal fetuses. Apart from its low cost, an additional advantage is that the prints are on ordinary papers which can be easily filed with the other records. With the photocopier, the labour of putting in a scale when taking photographs of a specimen becomes unnecessary unless the machine is set to perform size enlargement or reduction.
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Other correspondence

Role of immunocytochemistry in diagnostic pathology: information from necrotic tissue

The paper by Mason and Gatter is a valuable summary of many aspects of the diagnostic applications of immunocytochemistry. I would just like to expand on its potential for gathering useful information from suboptimal biopsy specimens. Their paper illustrates the preservation of immunoreactivity in crushed and distorted specimens. Another problem with tiny biopsy specimens is when the whole sample is necrotic. Reticulin staining will often show tissue architecture in these circumstances and permit a useful conclusion to be drawn. There is also often preservation of reactivity with antibodies against cytokeratins (such as CAM 5.2) or the leucocyte common antigen (CD45). Though great care must be exercised in reaching conclusions from necrotic samples, it is sometimes possible to separate lymphoma from carcinoma with more confidence than would be possible without antibody studies. Some bronchial biopsy specimens that have only shown necrotic material have also been shown to be composed of disorderly sheets of epithelial cells, quite consistent with carcinoma. In the appropriate clinical setting it has been possible to proceed without recourse to a repeat biopsy. Not every necrotic sample will react, but it is worth trying.
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Protein-bound vitamin B12 absorption test

Dr Chanarin makes the unreferenced statement that the protein-bound B12 absorption test has been interpreted as detecting a lack of intrinsic factor at a stage when the standard B12 absorption test is normal. Although this possibility was considered, subsequent investigations have shown that the addition of intrinsic factor does not affect the test results.
correct protein-bound $B_{12}$ malabsorption to normal, even in pernicious anaemia.

Isolated protein-bound $B_{12}$ malabsorption is associated with achlorhydria and probably detects a lesser degree of gastric atrophy than that found in pernicious anaemia and in patients with atrophic gastritis with an abnormal Schilling test result. In the test $B_{12}$ is bound to an avid but artificial binder such as chicken serum. It is likely that the binder has to undergo peptic digestion before $B_{12}$ can be released and absorbed. Food $B_{12}$ is attached to an intracellular binder but is unavailable for absorption until the surrounding cellular elements have been digested. In this way protein-bound absorption tests mimic food $B_{12}$ absorption and approximate more closely to the physiological state than standard absorption tests in which $B_{12}$ is presented in a freely available form.

Chanarin questions the clinical value of these tests. We have found them of value in investigating patients with $B_{12}$ deficiency of no apparent cause who have a normal diet and a normal Schilling test result. We have identified 15 such patients, some with megaloblastic anaemia, and others have described patients with anaemia and neuropathy. These patients are presumably unable to produce enough acid/pepsin to release bound $B_{12}$ but are able to produce sufficient intrinsic factor to give a normal Schilling test result.

D W DAWSON
D I GOZZARD
M J LEWIS

Book reviews


Publishers are not charities. Any book that reaches its eighth edition must be a success in financial terms and therefore popular. At the same time there is always a risk of laurel resting with only the need to maintain rather than create a readership, so it is important that any new edition should be compared with its contemporary competitors as well as its earlier versions.

The eighth quinquennial “Mollison”, as before, is a comprehensive treatise on the transfusion of blood and blood products; the theory, the practice, and the complications. The original author has been joined by three others; two transfusion service consultants and an anaesthetist. Areas now covered in more detail include plasma exchange, marrow transplantation, and leucocyte antigens. There is a whole chapter about the transmission of infection.

The book is up to date and includes references as late as 1987, and, generally, sets the same high standard as previous editions. There are occasional exceptions and omissions; the section on indications for marrow transplantation, for example, is a little stil- ted, but is perhaps not relevant to this book anyway. There are a dismissive two pages on the practice of autologous transfusion saying it is “rarely used”, a claim that may no longer be true and which perhaps reflects the understandably reactionary view that blood transfusion services rather than events have overtaken the authors.

Such minor disappointments are only worth mentioning because they are like squeaks and rattles in a Rolls Royce. Certainly the book still offers a rich source of reference for serological queries, as it always did, and so maintains its unique place as a ward round and seminar argument settler. But competition is very fierce. The authors should bear this in mind as they work on the ninth edition which is doubtless already in preparation.

JS LILLEYMAN


This small volume records the proceedings of a two day seminar, organized by ECCLS in Copenhagen in August 1986, which considered the problems posed by the technological advances that have made it possible to carry out an increasing variety of analyses beyond the confines of the conventional pathology laboratory. Included are overlap-
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